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1. Introduction

Intense electrostatic waves are frequently observed in the plasma sheet

region of the earth's magnetotail in the frequency range 1OHz to several kHz

with maximum intensities near 10 - 50Hz. The first report of these waves was

by Scarf et al. (1974) using IMP 7 data.

Subsequently, Gurnett et al. (1976) made more detailed measurements from

the wave experiments on the IMP 8 satellite. In addition to the broad fre-

quency range, Gurnett et al. (1976) found an average rms electric field ampli-

tude of about lmV/m and were able to deduce that at times the waves propagated

within about ± 200 from perpendicular to the magnetic field. The highest fre-

quency of occurrence of the electrostatic noise was found by Gurnett et al.

(1976) in the region near the plasma sheet boundary layer when anisotropic

fluxes of ions streaming either earthward or anti-earthward were present.

Earthward and anti-earthward streaming ions of keV energies have been

observed within the plasma sheet boundary layer using IMP 8 measurements

(Frank et al., 1976; DeCoster and Frank, 1979) and ISEE 1 measurements

(Williams, 1981; Lui et al., 1983). These particles likely result from ener-

gization in the tail current sheet as proposed by Lyons and Speiser (1982).

They are dominantly protons with streaming speeds of 500 - 1,500 km/sec, tem-

peratures of 0.1 - lkeV, and densities < 1cm - 3 . Their thermal energy is

approximately equal to the beam energy.

7



Cold ion streams of ionospheric origin have been observed in the lobes as V.

well as the plasma sheet (Sharp et al., 1981). The composition of the cold

ions is usually H+ or 0+. Typical number densities are < 0.1 cm- 3 , tem-

peratures of 50eV or less, and streaming speeds 10 - 1,000 km/s. Figure 1 is

a schematic of the noon-midnight meridian cross section of the earth's magne-

% tosphere emphasizing the suggested importance of both ion beams within the

plasma sheet boundary layer.

Figure 2 is from Grabbe and Eastman (1984) illustrating the association

between ion beams and broadband waves. Figure 2a is the ISEE 1 LEPEDEA par-

ticle data for day 85 of 1978 from 0000 to 0600 UT. The ion beam was measured

near 0325 UT coincident with the intensification of the measured electrostatic

noise by the SFR wave experiment on ISEE I (Figure 2b). Prior to and follow-

ing 0325 UT, ISEE 1 was in the lobe and central plasma sheet, respectively,

where the noise was observed to be much weaker (T. Eastman, private communica-

tion, 1985). The smooth ion distribution in Figure 2a - C near the origin in

velocity space is not real and represents an artificial one count level in the

particle detector. In fact, it is very rare for stationary - 100eV ion dis-

tributions to be measured when ISEE I is either in the lobes or in the plasma

sheet boundary layer (C. Huang, private communication, 1985).

Because of the strong correlation between ion beams and broadband noise

(Gurnett et al., 1976), it is reasonable to investigate the role played by ion

beam instabilities in explaining the generation of broadband waves in the

plasma sheet region. Grabbe and Eastman (1984) modeled the plasma sheet par-

ticle populations by streaming keV ions, cold stationary ions (- 100eV), and

several hundred-eV stationary electrons. They found that broadband waves were

,,-
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(a)

(b)

, Il

Fig. 2a. ISEE 1 LEPEDEA Particle Data for Day 85 of 1978. (A) Energy vs.
time spectrogram from 0000 to 0600 UT. (B) Energy vs. 0 near 0326
UT showing a single beam near 0 - 0. (C) Perspective plot of the
three-dimensional ion distribution for 0324:42 to 0326:50 UT when
ISEE 1 was in the plasma sheet boundary layer. The smooth
distribution centered at the origin of velocity space is artificial.

Fig. 2b. ISEE I SFR Wave Data for Day 895 of 1978. Notice that the wave
intensity increases near 0324 UT when ISEE 1 enters the boundary
layer [courtesy of C. Huang, University of Iowa].
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excited only when the ion beams were very cold (thermal energy < 1% of the

beam energy). Neither such ion beam thermal energies nor stationary ion

distributions are typical of warm plasma sheet boundary layer ions so that the

Grabbe and Eastman (1984) study does not explain the association of the

intense broadband noise with the warm boundary layer ion beams. In addition,

Grabbe and Eastman (1984) calculated that the growth rate of the excited waves

decreases with increasing wave normal angle, which cannot explain wave inten-

sities peaking at wave normal angles near 70%. However, Omidi (1985) showed

that if the ions are properly treated as unmagnetized, then the distribution

model assumed by the Grabbe and Eastman study leads to growth rates that peak

near wave normal angles - 70%

Assuming that there are two streaming ion distributions, a warm current

sheet population and a cold ionospheric population, Dusenbery and Lyons (1985)

investigated the role number density, relative ion drift, and current sheet

ion temperature had in destabilizing the fast and slow beam acoustic mode.

Their model predicted that the wave intensity of broadband noise should peak

in the plasma sheet boundary layer due to the strong interaction between the

warm and cold ion beams. Observations of less intense electrostatic waves in

the lobes and plasma sheet were likely a result of cold ionospheric beams in

the absence of warm ion beams which resulted in smaller growth rates.

A limitation of our previous study was its restriction on wave normal

angle (parallel propagating waves were only considered) and its choice of dis-

tribution model (ion beams drifting in the same direction). The primary goal

of the present study is to investigate several different distributions for the



all.

streaming ions and to evaluate the frequency and growth rate characteristics

of the beam acoustic instability as a function of wave number and wave normal

angle.

2. Theory and Results

In this report, we assume both ions and electrons are unmagnetized. For

the magnetic field in the tail (< 50y), the wave frequencies we consider are

much greater than the ion gyrofrequency (- 0.8Hz), and the wave numbers k are

much greater than p where p is the ion gyroradius - 300km for 300eV H
+

ions.
The complex zeroes of the longitudinal dielectric function, c (Ichimaru,

1973), give the dispersive properties for waves that are purely electrostatic.

From Dusenbery (1986), the solution of c for unmagnetized ions and electrons

is given by

1gu
c:(k,w') = 1 + 212 W(xa)

where

V(= ( 2 To/m ) 1/2 ':a,- - 211/
=a (w'iu k~e )

1/12

~ ' I~ " ( T T / 4 7 ni e 2'C -, 1 / 2. . ',;a, - a ,
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and W is the W function defined by Ichimaru (1973), which is closely related

to the plasma dispersion function of Fried and Conte (1961). Parallel (u) and

perpendicular (4) refer to directions with respect to a constant, external,

* plasma sheet magnetic field Bo aligned along the x axis. The subscript a

denotes species. The parameter v is the streaming speed along Bo, V is the

thermal speed, XDa is the Debye length, and n is the number density.

An analytic expression for the beam acoustic wave frequency was derived

by Dusenbery (1986) valid for any wave normal angle, e, given by

u kvcose tC 14 T/T] (2)

De De

where the subscript c refers to the cold ion beams, Cs  (T / m )1/2 is the

ion acoustic speed, and t refers to the two branches of the beam acoustic

mode. Dusenbery and Lyons (1985) showed that the two branches of the beam

acoustic mode could be characterized by positive or negative wave energy

(WE) when looked at in the electron rest frame and found that for a single

cold ion stream only the slow mode (WE < 0) was growing. Dusenbery (1986) Ie

derived an analytic expression for the beam acoustic growth rate (Y) valid for

T << Te and k D< 1. Assuming a single cold ion stream (n = n), then y for

the slow mode is given by

Y e / mc [1 + 3Tc / TI ,

2 3/2 ~e cc e

* (k(vc sO Cs +Tc ) Te (3)

13
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As long as Ilvi > C, equation (3) implies that y should be maximum at 8

1800 (for v < 0 or cold ions streaming anti-earthward) and equal to zero at

e~ e-e 0where

Co eo0c / C8v (4)

Figure 3 shows y versus 8 in panel (a), and y/w peversus k ei ae b

for the slow mode with parameters typical of the plasma sheet region for a

single cold ion stream. Using these values, we find from equation (4) that

6 = 1110 which compares favorably with Figure 3a for the e at which y -0.

Notce romFigure 3b that tegrowth rate peaks at k.XDe < with (y/" pe ) max-

4 x 10-4. Such growth is due solely to free energy in the resonant electrons.

Dusenbery and Lyons (1985) have shown, however, that the beam acoustic growth

rate can be significantly enhanced by resonant interactions with a warm

streaming current sheet ion distribution. This is the topic we consider next.

While single cold ion streams predominate in the lobe region (Sharp et

al., 1981), particle observations in the plasma sheet boundary layer

* (Williams, 1981; Eastman et al., 1984) indicate that one of the follow:ing

three conditions usually prevail:

1. Parallel Streaming - warm and cold ion beams drifting in the same

direction.

M/.2. Anti-Parallel Streaming - warm and cold ion beams drifting in

opposite directions.

3. Counter Streaming -warm and cold ion beams drifting opposite to a -

warm ion beam.

14
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Number (b) for a Single Ion Stream. T = 300 eV, Ti = 10 eV,
n, n =1 cm--, and vi - -500 km s
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It is our intent in this report to determine if any model dependence exists in

the behavior of the calculated wave frequency and growth rate of the beam

acoustic mode for the models considered above.

Omidi (1985) noted that in order to calculate obliquely propagating beam

acoustic modes under plasma sheet conditions when the ions were assumed to be

unmagnetized, the ion distributions had to be projected onto the phase

velocity vector, parallel to the wave vector k. This projection implies that

hot ions with speed v - w/k are in Landau resonance with beam acoustic waves

which satisfy equation (2). If there are significant numbers of such ions and

if they have sufficient free energy, then a strong ion-ion resonant interac-

tion occurs. Figure 4 illustrates the difference between parallel and anti-

parallel streaming models for generating the slow beam acoustic mode for

different 8's. The x identifies where Landau resonance occurs in velocity

.14 space for the 8's considered.

Recall from Dusenbery and Lyons (1985) that the slow mode grows (damped)

when resonant particles diffuse to higher (lower) energies in velocity space

and such growth (damping) depends upon the velocity gradient in the distribu-

tion function at resonance. Thus, Figure 4 a predicts that the growth rate for

the parallel streaming model should peak at 8 - 00 and decrease with increas-

ing 8. On the other hand, Figure 4b predicts the opposite behavior for the

growth rate where a strong ion-ion interaction now occurs for a 0 much closer

to 900 because the projected distributions are now much closer together in

velocity space.

16 let
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Parallel Streaming (a)

K4

WE '0 Strong WE <0
Mode Mode Growth
Damped

V11

hot co ld
stream Ing ions

Anti-Parallel Streaming (b)

Strong WE -0

Mode Growth
Wek.

Fig. 4~. A Schematic Illustrating the Differenne Between Parallel and Anoti-
Parallel Streaming of Cold and Hot Ion Distributions in Generating
the Beam Acoustic Mode for Different O's. An obliquely propagating
beam acoustic wave Is in resonance with streaming ions which have an
effective dri~t speed given by projecting the drift velocity onto the
wave, ventor, k. Wave growth should thqrefore maximize a4 e o 0~in
Ia) and 6 1100 in (b).
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Figures 5 and 6 are plots of wave frequency and growth rate versus e and

versus wave number, respectively, for the parallel streaming model. Notice in

Figure 5 that the growth rate peaks at e 0* as expected from Figure 4 a and

that the wave frequency is maximum there. From Figure 6, it is seen that the

frequency at peak growth (kX De 1) occurs near 0.1 f ,e where f pe is the

electron plasma frequency. The frequency and growth rate behavior for thej

Nanti-parallel streaming model is quite different. Figures 7 and 8 are for the

same parameters used in the two previous figures except the drift velocity of

the cold ion bean has been reversed. From Figure 7b, the growth rate is quite

small for waves propagating along the magnetic field and peaks at a e close to

7900 as expected from Figure 4b. Notice, however, that the wave frequency is

small near where the growth rate is maximum. In fact, the frequency at peak

growth (see Figure 8) is now -0.01 fpet nearly a magnitude smaller than

00. the corresponding frequency for the parallel streaming model. The frequency

at peak growth for the anti-parallel streaming model can be reduced further by

reducing the drift velocity of the cold ions. Comparing Figures 6 and 8 to

Figure 3, it is seen that the addition of a warm ion distribution signifi- '

cantly enhances the growth of the beam acoustic instability. The final model

we will consider is the counter streaming model.

Including counter streaming warm ion distributions in addition to a cold

ion stream with v results in growth rate behavior that is a super-

position of the parallel and anti-parallel streaming models. This behavior is

shown in Figure 9a, a plot of growth rate versus e for k -0.1 km- 1 . The

growth rate is maximum at 0 - 1800 due to a parallel streaming interaction, but

the growth rate does not monotonically decrease as #3 approaches 9Q0*. Instead,

an Increase In y Is evident near #3 w 100' - 110 0 due to an anti-parallel

18
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10 Anti-Paralel Streaming
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Counter Streaming Ions
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streaming interaction. The reason the growth rate peak at B 100 is not

as large as in Figure 7b is due to damping from the vh < 0 ion distribution.

In addition, the growth rate of the beam acoustic mode decreases with decreas-

ing number density (Dusenbery and Lyons, 1985). This accounts for the reduc-

tion in the overall growth rate for the counter streaming model relative to

the two previous models, because the same total ion density (1cm - 3 ) must now

be apportioned over three distributions instead of two.

>1 More details concerning the ion beam acoustic mode may be found in

Dusenbery (1986) where analytic expressions for the wave frequency and growth

rate are derived; i.e., group velocities and amplification lengths for the

beam acoustic modes are calculated.

3. Conclusions

We have investigated the generation of electrostatic noise in the plasma

sheet region of the geomagnetic tail. The wave intensity of the noise is

observed to peak in the plasma sheet boundary layer, but weaker wave events are

frequently observed in the tail lobes and central plasma sheet. Previous

studies found that if only warm boundary layer ion beams are present, then no

broadband waves were excited. However, if cld ion beams (of ionospheric

origin) are present, then a growing beam acoustic mode referred to as the slow

mode can be excited. If both warm and cold ion beams are present, then hoth

the slow and fast beam acoustic modes may be unstable with growth rates sig-

nificantly greater than those for a single cold ion heam.
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This study focused on the wave frequency and growth rate characteristics

of the beam acoustic mode for various particle distribution models. The

models were:

1. A single cold ion beam

2. Parallel streaming cold and warm ion beams

3. Anti-parallel streaming cold and warm ion beams

4. Counter streaming warm ion beams and a cold ion beam

V. Detai-ls for each model may be found in Section 2. Single and counter-stream-

ing warm ion beams are stable to the beam acoustic mode in the absence of a

cold ion beam. In the rest frame of the plasma sheet electrons, only stream-

ing ions--no stationary ions at the origin in velocity space--were assumed to

be present. To date, ISEE I particle observations show this assumption to be

reasonable for the plasma sheet boundary layer. The single cold ion stream

model adequately accounts for the weak wave emissions observed in the lobe.

It is argued here and in Dusenbery and Lyons (1985) that the peak wave inten-

sities observed in the plasma sheet boundary layer are a result of cold-warm

ion beam interactions.

It has been argued elsewhere in the literature (e.g., Grabbe, 1985;

* .. Omidi, 1985) that the peak growth rate of the beam acoustic mode must occur

1 near a wave normal angle close to 900. Our study finds that this is not

always the case, depending upon the combination of ion beams present. In par-

It.
ticular, it was found that the growth rate did indeed peak near 900 for the

anti-parallel streaming model, but that the growth rate peaked at

00 for the parallel streaming model. In addition to the differences in the

behavior of the growth rate for these models, the wave frequency also behaves
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differently. The wave frequency at peak growth race was much larger for the

*parallel streaming model than for the anti-parallel model. Thus, instances

-~ when earthward (warm) and anti-earthward (cold) ion distributions are present

imply that the wave intensity should be observed to peak at low frequencies

(10-50Hz) with wave normal angles close to 90*. On the other hand, whenever

cold and warm parallel streaming ion distributions are present, the wave

intensity is predicted to shift to higher frequencies (100-500Hz) and peak for -w

Nwave normal angles close to 00 (parallel propagating). Including counter

N' streaming warm ions in addition to a cold ion stream results in wave growth

that is a superposition of that for the above two models.

%
In summary, we feel that ion bean instabilities offer a reasonable expla-

nation for the generation of broadband electrostatic noise and adequately

account for the observations of such noise not only in the plasma sheet bound-

*ary layer, but in the lobes and central plasma sheet regions as well. It must

- be emphasized that the distribution of wave energy in k-space may not always

be predictable from a linear growth rate analysis. Knowing the quasi-linear

and non-linear evolution of the instability can only give what the final dis-

tribution will be. In this study, we implicitly assume that linear theory is

adequate but recognize the need to investigate such non-linear characteristics

of the instability as particle diffusion and wave saturation. The wave fre-

e quency and growth rate behavior of the noise were found to be sensitive to the

choice of particle distribution functions. Thus, the observed noise spectrum

and simultaneous particle observations should provide a definitive test for

the theory.
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The Avrospaco CWrvorat - un ot Ions is in arc hitoet -eng be, r for

nat ional security projects, s poii'3 iing, in a ma-ed nil itary space systems.

Prvidin, research support, the corporation's Laboratory ()peratins cinducts

experimental and theoret ical invest igit ions that focus on the appl ic ition of

s'ientiic and tCchiil il,.Inces to sc h systems. Vital t the success of

these investigations is the technical statt's wide-ranging expertise and its

abhilitv to stay current with new developments. This expertise is enhanced hy
4'.

a research program aimed at dealing with the many prohlems associated with

"h."rapidiy evolving spice systems. Contrihut ing their capabi lit ies to the

research effort are these individual lahoratories:

.ero)physics Laboratory: Launch vehicle and reentry tluid mechanics, heat

transfer and flight dynamics; chemical and electric propulsion, propellant

chemistry, chemical dynamics, environmental chemistry, trace detection;

spacecraft structural mechanics, contamination, thermal and structural
control; high temperature thermomechanics, gas kinetics and radiation; cw and

pulsed chemical and excimer laser development including chemical kinetics,

spectroscopy, optical resonators, bean control, atmospheric propagation, laser

effects and countermeasures.

Chemistry and Physics Laboratory: Atmospheric chemical reactions,

atmospheric optics, light scattering, state-specific chemical reactions and

radiative signatures of missile plumes, sensor out-of-field-of-view rejection,
applied laser spectroscopy, laser chemistry, laser optoelectronics, solar cell

physics, httery electrochemistry, space vacuum and radiation effects on

. "materials, lubrication and surface phenomena, thermionic emission, photo-

sensitive materials and detectors, atomic frequency standards, and

environmental chemistry.

Computer Science Laboratory: Program verification, program translation,

performance-sensitive system design, distributed architectures for spaceborne
computers, fault-tolerant computer systems, artificial intelligence, micro-
electronics applications, communication protocols, and computer security.

Electronics Research Laboratory: Microelectronics, solid-state device
physics, compound semiconductors, radiation hardening; electro-optics, quantum

electronics, solid-state lasers, optical propagation and communications;
microwave semiconductor devices, microwave/millimeter wave measurements,

diagnostics and radiometry, microwave/millimeter wave thermionic devices;

atomic time and frequency standards; antennas, rf systems, electromagnetic

propagation phenomena, space communication systems.

Materials Sciences Laboratory: Development of new materials: metals,
alloys, ceramics, polymers and their composites, and new forms of carbon; non-
destructive evaluation, component failure analysis and reliability; fracture

mechanics and stress corrosion; analysis and evaluation of materials at

cryogenic and elevated temperatures as well as in space and enemy-induced
environments.

Space Sciences Laboratory: Magnetospheric, auroral and cosmic ray
physics, wave-particle interactions, magnetospheric plasma waves; atmospheric

/'.. and ionospheric physics, density and composition of the upper atmosphere,

remote sensing using atmospheric radiation; solar physics, infrared astronomy. 5,

infrared signature analysis; effects of solar activity, magnetic storms and

nuclear explosions on the earth's atmosphere, ionosphere and magnetosphere;
effects )t Ir.ctromagntlc and particulate radiations on space systems; pAce
instrumentation.
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